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388,688 views I am a USA Today Best Selling author who writes fun, flirty contemporary women's fiction including chick lit and romance. After many attempts writing books that made me miserable I decided to write books with happy endings and have been loving the journey ever since. I have now published over 35 fun, flirty stories with happy
endings.Coming in 2021Saltwater Wishes - June 2021Any Way You Wish It (Upper Crust 9 - a Christmas romance July 2021)Marlin Shores TriloguSaltwater SongSaltwater TearsSaltwater Wishes (out June 2021)Cinnamon Bay RomancesLove on the Boardwalk, A Cinnamon Bay Romance Playing Doctor, Cinnamon Bay Romance Book 3A Christmas
ArrangementBoardwalk Beginnings - Boardwalk Bound - No Brides ClubNo Time for TemptationNo Time for Trouble.NoTime for Tears The Upper Crust Series - all books are out now:Any Way Your Slice ItAny Way You Dream ItAny Way You Fight ItAny Way You Plan It Any Way You Want ItAny Way You Build It Any Way You Spin It Any Way You Like
ItAny Way You Wish It (Juy 2021)The Upper Crust Box Set Books 1-4 (Upper Crust Series Book 1) The Upper Crust Box Set Books 5-8 (Upper Crust Series): A sweet small town romance collection The Jewel Sisters SeriesSomething of a SparkSomething to Sing AboutSomething to SavourSomething Worth SavingThe Jewel Sisters Boxset: The Complete
Jewel Sisters Collection - A Sweet Small Town Romance Box SetCourtside Romance seriesPlaying it Safe, Out nowPlaying at Love, out nowOceanic Dreams SeriesShut Up and Dance With Me, Oceanic Dreams Book 7 Stand Alone Novels and novellasMr Right and Other Mongrels . Hearts Afire Alphabet Dating Building AttractionA Fair Exchange
Snowbound, A Christmas Chicklit NovellaFlight Bound, A Sweet Valentine's RomanceMore Than Ornamental ( A sweet single Dad Christmas novella)I live in on the East Coast of Australia which probably explains why the beach features in so many of my novels and why people describe my books as excellent beach reads.
://www.facebook.com/MoniqueMcDonellAuthor If you’re looking for a lounging-by-the-pool, sipping song, check out “All Summer.” It’s one of Little Big Town’s cuts from the upcoming “Mr. Sun” album and it’s a perfect companion to “Pontoon."Introduced at the group’s Battery Park concert Saturday night, it has all the lazy days hallmarks you ‘d
expect.The four also offered up “Hell Yeah” (a bluesy Phillip Sweet cut that had an odd “Rocky Horror Show” lips video with it) and “Rich Man,” a Jimi Westbrook ballad that let him reflect on the kinds of things we may have taken for granted pre-pandemic.Karen Fairchild, Kimberly Schlapman and Sweet added great harmonies. But this was one
Westbrook will own.The second Battery Park concert had plenty of those hits to go around (yup, “Pontoon” got it going) and a color-coded light show that matched each of the songs. Although there were several atmospheric videos that played on the big screens, they weren’t necessary, particularly since it meant those in the back couldn’t see the
singers. “We’re going to be having a party tonight, I can feel it,” Fairchild said early on and, sure enough, even in the dark they were ready for “Day Drinkin’.’ They didn’t skip the hits and were sure to give “Better Man,” a cut written by Taylor Swift, their own Swiftian spin.Newcomer Lindsay Ell opened the show with her string of hits and covered
The Chick’s “Goodbye Earl” and did a quick homage to “Bohemian Rhapsody.”While “What Happens in a Small Town” gave Ell a No. 1 hit, it had a different spin because she wasn’t singing with Brantley Gilbert. She found a softer edge and got a chance to pump the emotion.Ell showed great guitar prowess on several songs, including “I Don’t Love
You,” which found her lying on the stage floor.The Canadian country singer had a lot of energy (and a look that recalls Faith Hill) and an ability to rouse the crowd. She also was good at detailing what the songs were about, which may have helped newcomers warm to her.She got the night going, even though the concert was delayed more than 30
minutes. With weather threatening to stop things (it didn’t), Ell handled damage control nicely, then cleared the way for the “Pontoon.”A Sioux City favorite for years, Little Big Town has gone from opener to headliner with ease. The four are like old friends coming back for a summer visit. With those new cuts (and their own wine label), they’re the
kind of visitors you want to make frequent stops. Receive the latest in local entertainment news in your inbox weekly! A whole lot of prospective cowboys have taken a metaphorical horseback ride down the old town road. As of Aug. 10, the music video for Lil Nas X and Billy Ray Cyrus’s hip-hop/country crossover smash “Old Town Road” has
surpassed one billion views — the first project for either artist to hit that milestone. In the video for Lil Nas’ breakout hit, the 23-year-old gallops around feeling like an outsider in his modern town — until he meets up with the “Achy Breaky Heart” country king himself. Together, they mosey into a community center filled with like-minded Wild
Westerners and partake in some square dancing, while performing onstage in cowboy hats, boots and bedazzled, fringed shirts. The “Industry Baby” rapper and Cyrus also made a longer version of the video called “Old Town Road (Official Movie),” which isn’t too far behind with nearly 650 million views at the time of publication. Originally released in
2018 as Lil Nas’ debut single, “Old Town Road” went on to obliterate the record for most weeks spent at No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 by spending 19 weeks atop the chart. Cyrus joined the project in spring 2019, shortly after “Old Town Road” was re-released as a single by Lil Nas’ label, Columbia Records. The country star has since said that Lil
Nas is like family to him, meanwhile the “Industry Baby” artist told Billboard in 2019 that Cyrus gave some wise advice for whenever he gets overwhelmed by the immense fame he was skyrocketed into following “Old Town Road”: “When everything is moving too fast around you, just stand still.” Join a billion others in watching Lil Nas X and Billy Ray
Cyrus’ “Old Town Road” music video below: If you’re a Pokémon fan and a frequent internet user, you may have heard the term “Lavender Town Syndrome.” The cheerful-sounding affliction is actually an urban legend about a creepy tune in Pokémon Red and Green for the Nintendo Game Boy. The pair of games first released in Japan in 1996 and
were later released in North America as Pokémon Red and Blue. The Lavender Town song allegedly made children sick when they heard it—and, in extreme cases, it reportedly drove them to commit suicide. Lavender Town Syndrome is also known as Lavender Town Tone, Lavender Town Conspiracy, and Lavender Town Suicides. Pokémon Red/Green
eventually drive players to visit Lavender Town, a small village that serves as a Pokémon graveyard. It's an unsettling place for multiple reasons. Youtube For starters, Pokémon are typically cute and fuzzy critters, so we don’t think about their mortality when we’re not forced to (when Pokémon fight, they merely make each other “faint”). Lavender
Town is also the home of Pokémon Tower, an eerie structure that’s haunted by the ghost of a Marowak killed while it was defending its baby from Team Rocket. Finally, Lavender Town’s theme music is kind of spooky, and it’s around this tune that Lavender Town Syndrome is based. According to the legend, Lavender Town Syndrome was born when
about 100 Japanese children, from 10–15 years of age, jumped to their deaths, hanged themselves, or mutilated themselves a couple of days following the release of Pokémon Red/Green. Other children supposedly complained about nausea and severe headaches. “Officials” eventually discovered that children hurt themselves or felt ill after listening to
Lavender Town’s background music. The urban legend states the original Lavender Town theme contains a high-pitched tone that compels kids to lose their minds. Since our ability to hear high-pitched tones diminishes as we age, young children are especially susceptible to the Lavender Town "curse." Some versions of the urban legend say the
games’ director, Satoshi Tajiri, explicitly wanted the tone in the Red version of the game to “annoy” children who picked it over Green (the urban legend also offers up a long explanation for Satoshi’s supposed aversion to the color red thanks to violent encounters with school bullies). Almost every version of the urban legend accuses Nintendo of
covering up the suicides to protect the Pokémon franchise’s innocence and popularity. The legend concludes that Nintendo altered the Lavender Town music for the English-language release of Pokemon Red/Blue, which is true. North America’s Lavender Town theme definitely sounds a bit less “harsh” and shrill than Japan’s, though it’s not at all
unusual for a game's music compositions to change when it's localized for markets outside of Japan. Needless to say, Lavender Town Syndrome isn’t real. The original Lavender Town music won’t cause you to go mad, nor will any other version of the tune. Most grim tales contain a speck of truth, however, and it seems even Pokémon has its dark side.
In 1997, an anime based on the franchise made headlines worldwide when flashing images from the episode “Dennō Senshi Porygon” (“Computer Soldier Porygon”) induced seizures in over 600 Japanese children. Although most of the kids were fine, two had to be hospitalized for an extended period of time, and the Pokémon anime was pulled off the
air for a few months. The so-called “Pokémon Shock” provides a solid bedrock for the Lavender Town myth. After all, what’s more sinister than instances of a popular TV show or a game broadcasting images or music capable of hurting children without even touching them? Plus, given Lavender Town’s unusually creepy atmosphere—the dead
Pokémon, the haunted tower, the mother Marowak that died defending her child, and the music that admittedly does sound like a clock ticking its way down to an inevitable end—the rest of the legend practically writes itself. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why!
"Butterfly" is a song by American rap rock band Crazy Town. It is based on a sample of "Pretty Little Ditty" from the Red Hot Chili Peppers' 1989 album Mother's Milk, so band members Anthony Kiedis, Flea, Chad Smith, and John Frusciante are credited as writers.The song was released in October 2000 as the third single from their debut album, The
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